





 

Abstract 
Intelligence system is considered to be one of the important tools used by 
military and civil secret agencies to defend and strengthen a nation.  
Intelligence system is thought to be one of the oldest studies of known
history.   Intelligence system consists of correct and accurate
This information, gathered after great struggle and facing difficulties.
department is related to both peace and war. Intelligence is a basis of
formulating all military strategies and plans. The importance of   
Intelligence system both in day to day life and as a nation cannot be
overemphasized. This article explains importance, different types,   need
and role of  'Intelligence system' for a nation's stability and defense. In
peace time, information can be obtained by using different means 
including both " Covert and Overt methods". In these methods 
information is gathered by multiple sources which includes, TV, radio,
internet, reference books, maps, trade and professional directories,
information collected from different multinational companies, media, 
cultural delegations, different spies, satellites etc.  Information 
gathered in peace time, plays a pivotal role in the whole intelligence 
system. This article also throw light on different war strategies and
tactics to win the war by Chinese war strategist 'Sun Tzu',   narrated in 
its book 'Art of War'.   Different aspects of Intelligence system of Holy     
 Prophet (PBUH) has also been briefly touched .                                       
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